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V I C T O R I A C A R P E N T ER

speed of light is constant, when space and time are observed and measured
they 'adjust themselves in an exactly compensating manner so that obser
vations of light's speed yield the same result, regardless of the observer's
velocity.'44 Space and time are relative to the observer's position. In fact,
space and time are united in the form of spacetime - the eleventh dimen
sion in which both string theory and M-theory function. Some scientists
suggest that spacetime is composed of interwoven strings, like a piece of
cloth; the existence of spacetime and strings is interdependent - without
strings there would be no spacetime, and vice versa: 'We picture strings as
vibrating in space andthrough time, but without the spacetime fabric that
the strings are themselves imagined to yield through their orderly union,
there is no space or time.'45 This opens up an interesting possibility for the
analysis of temporal developments in a text. Textbranes compose textual
spacetime (or its spatial and temporal nature - the 'flow' of the text, if
you wish), which is n ow a conglomerate of interlinked textbranes. But
textual spacetime creates and hosts textbranes, imbuing them with their
temporal and spatial characteristics. So in order to understand spatial and
temporal developments of the text we have to tease out textbranes compris
ing them and examine these as separate textual elements and as a textual
spacetime conglomerate. In the case of'Piedra de sol', this approach will
translate into the consideration of timeplanes as unified by, and embed
ded into, an external textual spacetime. This means that both timeplanes
and textual spacetime should be interdependent in temporal and spatial
aspects. They should share imagery pertaining to these aspects and exhibit
similar temporal and spatial progression. Instead of a single temporality
in the poem, there are temporal variations that depend on the narrator's
position within, or movement through, each timeplane.4*
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An obvious interpretation of the unity of timeplanes is the symbolism
of the 'binding of the reeds'. However, this approach only partially explains
the complexity of temporal developments in the poem. The Aztec calendar
perspective alone does not help interpret the sections' jhacia planes para
el verano?' - 'cuartos, lugares, calles, nombres, cuartos' (301),47 'Madrid
1937' (301), and 'no pasa nada, callas, parpadeas' - '<no pasa nada cuando
pasa el tiempo?' (306-7).48 Another unexplained aspect of the poem is
the repetitions ofcertain words and phrases, and the way these repetitions
appear to unite the text. Since most timeplanes contain independent scenes
and at the same time are joined by asingle force, I would suggest that they
should be treated as textbranes, and the repetitions as strings joining these
independent branes.
Previously, I have concluded that the male narrator moves out of a
timeplane once he 'has made adiscovery about himself, imagined achieving
sexual satisfaction, or recognised that a time plane cannot satisfy either his
sexual instinct or desire for self-discovery.'49 It is possible that the narrator
is the unifying force; however, that would mean that the narrator should
remain unchanged throughout the poem - and this is not the case. The
narrator develops new cognitive and emotional traits, deeper understand
ing of the world around him, and more complex perception of time as the
poem progresses.50 Also, there is no first person narrator in some time
planes (TPi, TP$>, TP11, TPn, TP19), which suggests that the narrator is
a partial unifying force. But is there a fully unifying force?
Going back to the initial consideration of nineteen and one timeplanes,
I propose that the twentieth timeplane is the unifying force. The theme of
falling asleep and waking up is recurrent in the poem, so this interpreta
tion is quite plausible. However, there is no evidence in the poem that this
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Greene, 47.
Greene, 487 (emphasis in the original text).
These timeplanes were previously evaluated for the potential to satisfy the male narrators sexual and cognitive needs (see Carpenter 2.001).
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'Was I making plans for the summer?' - 'rooms, places, streets, names, rooms'. Page
references for 'Piedra de sol' are fromPaz i960 and will be included in the body of
the text. All translations, unless stated otherwise, are mine - V.C.
'Nothing happens, you stop talking, you blink' - 'does not anything go on when
time passes ?'
Carpenter zooi: 499.
Carpenter, 509.

